
CRYSTAL RIFT™ is brought to you by

CRYSTAL RIFT™ takes the player into an ancient cave filled with valuable gems, non-stop entertainment and numerous winning oppor-
tunities. The video slot with 25 fixed paylines is driven by falling win symbols instead of traditional reels and boasts with Bonus Falls and 
the Wild Grid Feature.

Bonus Falls:
Symbols that make up a winning bet line detonate and trigger the Bonus Fall Feature instantly. All gaps arising from prior win combi-
nations are filled with more falling symbols. Luckily, Bonus Falls are repeated as long as there is any winning combination on the reels.

Wild Grids:
Things are getting serious now, after 3 consecutive Bonus Falls, the Wild Grid Feature gets triggered. Every symbol on the Wild Grid is 
replaced with a Wild Symbol for the following Bonus Fall. Wild Grids appear in 4 different classes of strength - ranging from basic, super, 
mega to insane – having the potential to make the earth tremble beneath your feet. 

CRYSTAL RIFT™ is a low volatility premium video slot designed to meet today’s needs of online casino operators. The game is available 
for desktop & mobile on modern web browsers across popular devices.

“Descend into the heart of planet earth and explore the legendary CRYSTAL RIFT™!”

CRYSTAL RIFT™
People think that the golden age of discovery is over, they think that those days are long gone. All 
countries are explored, all mountains are climbed, and all secrets have been discovered. People 
are right, there are no more blank spots on the world map left, …at least above ground. Pack your 
expedition gear and get ready to explore the heart of planet earth, descend into the depths of 
the CRYSTAL RIFT™.

Cross Platform availability in HTML 5



www.rabcat.com

VOLATILITY low

• REELS  5x3
• WIN LINES  25 Fixed
• RTP  96.00%
• LANGUAGES 27

GAME FACTS

For more information about platform integration, game mathematics & pricing please get in touch with sales@rabcat.com.
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